AGENDA

Monday 26 February 2024
Explanation of procedures

Unless Parliament decides otherwise, texts taken in plenary will be put to the vote in the following order

1. Third reading
   - Ordinary legislative procedure (★★★III)
     majority of votes cast to approve a joint text
2. Consent
   - Consent procedure (★★★)
     where the Treaties require a majority of Parliament’s component Members to adopt or reject a decision giving consent
3. Second reading
   - Ordinary legislative procedure (★★★II)
     majority of Parliament's component Members to reject or amend the Council position; majority of votes cast to approve the Council position
   - Amendments to Rules of Procedure
     majority of Parliament's component Members to adopt amendments
     majority of votes cast to adopt a proposal for a decision
5. First reading
   - Ordinary legislative procedure (★★★I)
     majority of votes cast to approve or amend a legislative proposal
     majority of votes cast to adopt a draft legislative resolution
6. Consent
   - Consent procedure (★★★)
     where the Treaties require a majority of votes cast to adopt or reject a decision giving consent
7. Other procedures
   - Consultation procedure (★)
     majority of votes cast to approve or amend a legislative proposal
     majority of votes cast to adopt a draft legislative resolution
   - Others (statements, oral questions, own-initiative reports, waiver of immunity)
     majority of votes cast to adopt a motion for a resolution or a proposal for a decision

◎ = Deadlines ◇ = Deadlines if requested ◯ = Text not yet adopted, possibly deadlines
Monday 26 February 2024

17:00 - 22:00 Debates

17:00 - 22:00

- Resumption of session and order of business

52 • European Central Bank – annual report 2023
   Report: Johan Van Overtveldt (A9-0412/2023)
   [2023/2064(INI)]
   Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs
   In the presence of Christine Lagarde, President of the European Central Bank

49 • Transparency and targeting of political advertising
   Report: Sandro Gozi (A9-0009/2023)
   the transparency and targeting of political advertising
   [COM(2021)0731 - C9-0433/2021 - 2021/0381(COD)]
   Committee on the Internal Market and Consumer Protection
   (Vote: 02/02/2023)

95 • Need to overcome the Council deadlock on the platform workers directive
   Council and Commission statements
   [2024/2582(RSP)]

91 • Tackling the inflation in food prices and its social consequences and root causes
   Commission statement
   [2024/2578(RSP)]

34 • Detergents and surfactants
   Report: Manuela Ripa (A9-0039/2024)
detergents and surfactants, amending Regulation (EU) 2019/1020 and repealing
Regulation (EC) No 648/2004
   [COM(2023)0217 - C9-0154/2023 - 2023/0124(COD)]
   Committee on the Environment, Public Health and Food Safety
Short presentations

77 • Amending Decision (EU) 2017/1324: continuation of the Union’s participation in PRIMA under Horizon Europe
   Report: Paolo Borchia (A9-0378/2023)
   Report on the proposal for a decision of the European Parliament and of the Council amending Decision (EU) 2017/1324 as regards the continuation of the Union’s participation in the Partnership for Research and Innovation in the Mediterranean Area (PRIMA) under Horizon Europe
   [COM(2023)0359 - C9-0213/2023 - 2023/0207(COD)]
   Committee on Industry, Research and Energy

46 • Protection of the environment through criminal law
   Report: Antonius Manders (A9-0087/2023)
   [COM(2021)0851 - C9-0466/2021 - 2021/0422(COD)]
   Committee on Legal Affairs

• One-minute speeches (Rule 172)